
Multiple offers (June 2017) 

What seller wouldn’t want multiple offers of their home, right?   Well, let’s discuss this. 

Sure having multiple offers when you’re selling your home sounds like a great position to be in 
but there are some issues to be aware of.   Backing up for a moment.   It is the seller’s right to 
disclose or to not disclose to potential buyers if there is a multiple offer situation or not.  The law 
does not require a seller or the seller’s agent to tell the buyer or the buyer’s agent if they are in a 
multiple offer.  Obviously the upside to making that disclosure is the possibility of getting more 
money for your house through a bidding war.  And even if that should happen, the risk now 
exists that the bank’s appraiser may not think the property is worth the high selling price causing 
potential issues with the purchase.   The downside to disclosing that there are multiple offers is 
that all the buyers might decide to go somewhere else leaving the seller with no offers.  Yes, that 
really happens.   

On the buyer’s side of the deal, there is always trepidation when told they are in a multiple offer 
situation.   Too often buyers think the agent is lying only to get a better offer.   While certainly 
that may be the case in some situations, it is highly unusual.  First, the state’s license law and the 
National Association of REALTORS® Code of Ethics requires that agents be honest.   Failure to 
do so is punishable. Second, agents must do what their clients legally tell them to do.   

A good buyer’s agent will be able to help their buyer put their offer in the best terms possible 
and price isn’t the only term.   Sure, it is an important part of the offer but sometimes a closing 
date that is conducive to the seller may be worth thousands of dollars.  Other contingencies are 
often larger factors than price as well; those might include attorney approval, home inspection, 
third party approval - “my Dad needs to see it”, home sale contingencies, home close 
contingencies, tax proration, personal property riders, and more. Talk with your agent about 
making your offer the most appealing possible to the seller.  Frankly, this holds true for any offer 
you make regardless if there is a competing offer or not.   Real estate owned (REO) property, 
also known as bank owned or foreclosure, can sometimes be difficult to negotiate.  Making the 
best offer to the seller is critical.   

One very important piece of that is having a pre-approval letter from your lender.  A pre-
approval is significantly different than a pre-qualification letter.   A ‘pre-qual’, as it is known is 
more like a phone call and discussion about your finances.   A pre-approval letter is issued after 
the buyer delivers al of their documentation and it has been verified and background checks run.   
Sellers are requiring pre-approval letters before signing offers these days.   Many buyer’s agents 
are requiring their clients to have a pre-approval before even showing them property; a practice 
that is highly encouraged by real estate industry groups. 

Furthermore, you may wish to even think outside the box into some lesser utilized ideas to entice 
a seller to take your offer.   How about offering the seller to stay in the property for a free month 



after closing to sweeten the deal?  Many sellers may not need that but some might.   How about 
offering to pay their closing costs, title fees, or attorney fees? 

The County is currently in a very low inventory market.  This puts sellers in a very strong 
position for those properties meeting demand.  That is to say, first time home buyer properties 
and those priced right for their condition in the first level of move –up are moving quickly.   
Upper end homes are still not going as quickly, however.   Only a real estate agent who knows 
the market can help you determine the best strategy for pricing and selling your home.  
Regardless of the market the old adage that ‘the first offer is usually your best offer’ still rings 
true.   The longer a property sits on the market the lower the offer.  Price it right; don’t get 
greedy.  As was noted high prices are causing issues with appraisals.  So even what looks like an 
awesome situation, may have its downsides. 
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